
Alpine  Chamois  is  an  extremely  important  game  animal  in  Slovenian
hunting. The populations are well managed and even hunters in moderate
shape can expect to get their trophy at the lower areas of the mountains.
Several heavy trophies were taken at the foot of the mountains as well. 

Alpine  Chamois  hunt  in  Slovenia  Alpine  Chamois  hunt  in  Slovenia  
Hunters who are fit enough to follow the Chamois high on to the  slopes and peaks of
the Karawanken or Julian Alps can expect to be equally  as rewarded.  Hunt is fair
chase, conducted by spot and stalk mainly. On  certain vantage points even the high
seats are built. From there hunter may rest while waiting his quarry and admire the
breathtaking Nature. Rut time is November and early December. Solitary old trophy
bucks are on move chasing dows. For experienced hunters this is the best and the
most exciting hunting time. 



Hunting season:      August 1 – December 31Hunting season:      August 1 – December 31

We suggest you reserve at least  3  full days
for  hunting  to  ensure  a  successful  hunt.
Please  add two more  days  for  your  arrival
and departure.

Rates: 1.390 EUR.  Including: 
*  3 days hunt with professional
    game keeper, guiding 1:1 
*  4 days accommodation (2 person 
    sharing 1 room) with two meals   
    (breakfast, dinner) 
*  Airport pick up, transfer to hunting area   
    and back
*  Hunting license
*  Scoring of trophy

Not included:
 Additional hunting day: 350 EUR
 Wounding: 1.400 EUR
 Cape 100 EUR,  full hide 150 EUR, 
 Basic field preparation (bleached skull &

horns) 30 EUR/trophy
 Transport during the hunt: 1,0 EUR/km
 Rifle rent 30 EUR/day + 4 EUR bullet
 Single room surcharge: 20 EUR/day
 Additional meal: 30 EUR
 Additional  service  and  additional  game

harvested   has to  be  paid  according  to
actual Price list

 Non hunting guest - tourist:  150 € /day
(1:2)

 The  trophy  fee for  Chamois  (buck  or
dow) will be charged according to CIC 

      point system as follows: 
       CIC     points EUR
Up to   90 Points 1.400
from  90,1  to   95 Points 1.600
from  95,1  to 100 Points 1.950
from 100,1 to 105 Points 2.350
from 105,1 to 110 Points 2.950
110  points and higher                   2.950
plus 290 EUR for each point over 110 mark

Please note:  The prices above are valid for hunt in private club areas. For hunt
in Government areas or in Triglav National Park different conditions apply.

Good  hunting!
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Please  note: This  program  is  not  contractual  document.  It  is  of  information  purpose  only.
Conditions and prices which are out of our control and control of our partners may change  without
previous  notice.  For actual conditions please contact us by phone or e mail.
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